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Newly elected class officers were officially announced last 
Friday, April 1. The Senior officers are: Teresa Malloy, 
Vice-President; Dennis McGrath, President; Abbie Burke, 
Secretar · John Scanlon, Treasurer. Junior class officers: Pam 
'~ 
Flynn, Secretary; 
Gianino, President; Shannon Harder, Treasurer. 
officers: Joe Sullivan, Vice-President; Leslie Sherman, 
Secretary; Kathy Daly, Treasurer; Ace Wagner, President. 
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GOld) Turn And Really 
The BROWN & GOLD is published during the academic year 
by students of Regis College. Editorial opinion expressed in this 
publication does not necessarily reflect that of the administra-
tion, faculty, or student body. 
DPnnis Pimple Marc Solzan 
Editor Associate Editor 
Pete Sartucci Becky Rehm 
Managing Editor Production Editor 
Pat Gravino Patricia Evans Bill Flemming 
News Editor Features Editor Sports Editor 
Business Advisor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Flood 
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By MARK JAHNE 
Sleuth, the new show 
now playing at the Arvada 
Center for the Performing 
Arts, is the well known and 
well done Anthony Shaffer 
play about the conflict be-
tween the need for realism 
and the need for fantasy in 
life. 
The play consists of two . 
acts. In each act a game is 
played by one of the two 
Edited in Denver, Colqrado; printed by Innovations characters: Andrew Wyke 
Unlimited, 1115 Broadway, Denver, Colorado 80203; postage and Milo Tyndle. The first 
paid by Regis College, Denver, Colorado. game is played by Wyke, an 
Subscriptions: $5.00 per year. enraptured writer of Sherlock 
Please direct all inquires to the BROWN & GOLD Regis Holmes' type of detective 
College, 50th and Lowell Blvd., Denver. Colorado 80221. Phone 433-8471, Ext. 231. novels. He invites Tyndle, 
.... ;a'iiiiftiiiiTI-----------------1 his wife's lover, to his house ED for a visit. Wyke then begins 
As related elsewhere in this edition, the Brown And to humiliate Tyndle quite 
Gold has chosen the new editor for next year, and I 
happen to be he. It probably comes as no great 
surprise to most followers of the newspaper that I was 
chosen, but now the obvious question once again 
asserts itself: "Now that he's got it, what's he going 
to do with it?" 
Perhaps it's time, then, in this first editorial, to try 
and clarify my ideas concerning the newspaper; what 
it could be, what it will be, and even touch on the 
subject of what it won't be. The main thing to 
remember about what you're about to read is that 
these are the concepts that I possess at this point in 
time and are very fluctual. After all, this is your 
newspaper, not mine, and it's actually your decision 
as to what goes on inside it. 
The role of the Brown And Gold this year has been 
a many faced one; it's done everything from reporting 
the appointment of a new dean to questioning the 
actions of an old coach; from attempting to explain the 
complicated reasons behind a tuition increase to 
allowing students to laugh at themselves. In short, I 
feel we've accomplished what we set out to do, to 
introduce Regis students to themselves. I feel we've 
properly relfected the Regis personality, from serious 
to hilarious, from studious to social. 
This newspaper is of, by, and for the members of 
the Regis Community. We are here to inform, to 
entertain, and to serve our readers. But students, 
have an obligation to us as well, and that is feedback. 
We have to know what the reader's want to see in this 
publication. Through letters and submitted articles of 
your own you have to let us know what you want to 
read. 
It's very easy to criticize a student newspaper, I've 
done it myself many times. It's more difficult to come 
up with viable solutions to observed problems and 
more difficult still to take action to make those 
solutions work, but this is what a person should be 
prepared to do if he feels inclined to complain about 
the way things are. Freedom of speech implies the 
obligation to support that speech with positive action. 
The person who sits back and bitches all of the time is 
simply an annoyance, not an element for improve-
ment. 
The Brown And Gold is your newspaper, and you 
can make it whatever you want it to be. My job is to 
organize the whole thing, not to write it. And if you 
don't like how it's coming out, don't point the finger 
at me, because that finger gets pointed right back at 
y<;>u. 
Letter gry 
50th & Lowell 
VETERANS: HERE'S YOUR 
ANSWERS 
Q--As a veteran, may I use 
the GI Bill for correspon-
dence courses? 
A--Yes. If you are eligible for 
benefits and the correspon-
dence course is approved for 
VA training, the VA will pay 
-90 per cent of the cost of the 
course. 
Q--I purchased a home in 
1957 and had the loan guar-
anteed by the VA. I sold the 
home and the loan has been 
paid in full. Is it possible for 
me to obtain another VA-
guaranteed home loan? 
A--Since you disposed of the 
home and the original GI 
loan has been paid in full, 
your loan privilege can be 
restored. Contact your near-
est VA office for full infor-
mation. 
Q--In 1966, I bought a $5,000 
"JR" insurance policy be-
cause I was totally disabled. I 
have a $5,000 World War II 
"V" policy on waiver. Can I 
get a waiver of premiums on 
my "JR" policy too? 
A--No waiver will be granted 
for total dis-abitity in · exis-
tence at the time your insur-
ance became effective. 
Q·· What are the dates of war 
service to qualify for VA 
nonservice-connected pen-
sion as a Vietnam-era veter-
an? 
A--August 5, 1964 through 
May 7, 1975. 
458-9632 Harry Sez 
THANKS THE FAA11L)! RES!AUf-.'•1 '\1 
To the editor: 
I would like to thank the 
Student Executive Board and 
the students of Regis for the 
award that was presented to 
me at the Spring Honors 
Banquet Sunday, . M,arch 
20th. It is one of the nicest 
things that has ever happen-
ed to me. I believe the 
students of Regis are as a 
whole the greatest. 
Hours: 7 a.m.· 3 p.m. Tues., Wed., Sat.; 1 a.m.- 3 p.m. sun.; 
7 a.m.· I p.m. Thurs. & Friday. 
Now Open at 7 a.m .. ,,o Serve You! 
featuring Charcoal broiled Steaks 
I. Hamb~ers 
Thank you; 
Harry C. Stewart 
College Plumber FRIDAY NITE SPECIAL 
BROtHERS-need male 
volunteers for fatherless 
boys and girls .. Please call 
mtetested.-
Bar BQ Ribs 
subtly, until Tyndle is con· 
ned into a romantic jewel 
theft of Wyke's house. But 
Tyndle is double crossed by 
Wyke, who apparently hates 
Tyndle for being his wife's 
lover. He uses his gun, which 
he had used earlier to shoot 
up the house a little to cause 
a look of struggle, to shoot 
Tyndle. 
In the second act, we find 
that he had shot Tyndle with 
a blank bullet, but only after 
Tyndle, disguised as a detec_-
tive, accused Wyke of 
murdering him. Then Tyn-
dle's game b~gins. Tyndle 
claims to have killed Wyke's 
mistress (he had one, too) 
and hid the clues in Wyke's 
house after convincing the 
police that Wyke actually 
killed his lover. Wyke must 
now, through the interpreta-
tion of hints given by Tyndle, 
find the clues before the 
police arrive. But that is only 
the preliminary round. After 
the clues are found, the real 
inter-play begins, which 
ends with Tyndle's final 
victory. 
But the show goes much 
deeper than that. We can s~e 
the difference all the whtle 
between Wyke, who, in his 
mind, is merely acting out 
one ·of his detective stories 
and Tyndle, who is in dead 
earnest. Wyke takes the 
entire play as a game to be 
played, an attitude he also 
gives to all of life. Existence 
to Wyke is a life-long detec-
tive paper-back. Tyndle, on 
the other hand, is living on a 
more realistic base, though 
how much could be debated. 
By the way, Andrew Wyke 
and Milo Tyndle are not the 
actor's true names. They are 
the diaracters they portray. 
The audience has a choice of 
five names for the two actors. 
The game is this: whoever 
can find the names of the two 
actors will receive two free 
tickets to the show. 
The intenseness of the 
play was very good. The 
excitement, the amateur 
sleuthing and the resolution 
of the play's basic theme, 
fantasy vs. reality, made for 
a highly exciting and reflec-
tive show. I would recom-
mend it to all. Show times 
are 8:00 p.m. April 8 & 9. 
Contact the Arvada Center 
for the Performing Arts for 
reservations. 
the follies of freddie fl•*""*ter 
ENTER NOW! 
First Prize $50.00 
REGIS CENTENARY EMBLEM CONTEST 
Begins April1, 1977 Ends April29, 1977 
Rules 
The Centenary Commission Publications Task Force is looking 
for a creative design which will incorporate the official Regis 
logotype (see upper corners) and the centennial theme "Regis: 
The Second Hundred Years." You don't have to be an artist to 
enter_ an? you don't have to have art training to enter. Your 
creative 1de~s are wa_nted. The winning design will be rendered 
by a professiOnal artist and used on all centenary publications. 
CONTEST OPEN TO ALL! 
Students, faculty, s~ff and ad~inistrators of the high school and college and 
members of the Jesuit Commumty are encouraged to submit a creative design. 
(Entries mus~ be received in the office of publications, Main Hall, no later than 
5:00p.m., April29, 197?. ~udges'. selection is final All entries become the property of 
the Centenarr ComiDlSSion. Wmner will be notified by May 6, 1977.) 
..__ _____________ .:..;_ _______ ..::....;;__.::_ _ __;_..:......:.._.:....:...::.;.;.:_.:..;:- · ...:...· .:....:.· · ....:...· :....:...· ... -........ . 
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By PETER SARTUCCI 
Bill Gable is the new 
Director of Community Rela-
tions on the Student Execu-
tive Board. He also has 
carried the lead role in the 
play "Faustus" here this 
spring, and the role of Mark 
the Vietnam War veteran, i~ 
"Kennedy's Children" last 
fall. Bill is one of the most 
popular people on campus, 
and it's no surprise once you 
get to know him a little. He is 
also one of the kindest, most 
thoughtful, and cheerful 
guys at Regis. 
"He's really fun to be 
with, a natural comic," says 
Pat Walter, new Vice-Pres-
ident of the Exec. Board. 
"He'll turn his old Camaro· 
into a foreign Sports c;tr by 
climbing in and out the. 
windows, and when he feds 
like being bizarre, he'll 
hang a pair of boxer shorts 
on the side view mirror to 
attract women." 
One female present at the 
last showing of "Faustus" 
was heard to comment en-
thusiastically, "If I'd known 
Gable was going to take his 
shirt off I'd have been here 
every night! " 
"Gabes" is a well known 
athlete, too, who keeps his 
body in tip-top shape with 
regular workouts and Intra-
mural competition. He has 
played on such teams as GUa 
Bend, The P.J.'s, and the 
current Leather Balls. 
Another observer com-
BROWN AND GOLD 
mented-that "Bill is the kind from the Watergate hearings 
of guy you can count on in a to speak at Regis. "I hope to 
pinch, .a hard worker with have a big publicity splash 
gooo ideas· and lots · of . ab·out it this fall," he says. 
persistence." Bill also plans to start a 
BiU:s job as Director of regular speaker program 
Community Relations has next year, with big-name 
certainly tested that obser- speakers every two months 
vation. In the few weeks he and many lesser known 
has been in office he has speakers in between. "I've 
started the ball rolling on an got a good sized budget for 
as-yet secret event for Ran- people, and I hope we can 
ger Week. He has already get interesting and funny 
arranged for next fall's speakers." 
Parents' Weekend to coin- "Gabes" is also a man of 
cide with the production of deepthought and perception. 
Father Seibert's first play The bewildered innocence 
and a Student Prepared and confused search for. 
Dinner. He is also trying to understanding portrayed by 
get a famous congressperson "Mark" in "Kennedy's 
own experience. 
understood Faustus' frustra-
tion with life, and how the 
lon_ging for power that was 
otherwise unreachable could 
drive a man to desperate 
acts. 
Like other actors in the 
productions at Regis, Bill is · 
loud in his praise of Fr. Gary 
Seibert. ''All of us in the cast 
have a great deal of respect 
for Gary. He really taught me 
how to act. He was sort of 
like the devil (in Faustus), he 
kept giving me enough rope, 
leeway, to go out and try 
things. There was a great deal 
of dependency between me 
Solzan Wraps Up His BUG Career 
By DENNIS PIMPLE 
Marc Solzan completed 
his term as Editor of the 
Brown and Gold with · mixed 
feelings of satisfaction and 
som disappointment. ''I look 
back over some of the issues 
and they're not really out-
standing, in fact some of 
them are pretty bare. But 
you can't expect to have a 
Washington Post over-
night.'' 
EL&P 
By DENNIS PIMPLE 
It has always been this 
writer's opinion that Emer-
son, Lake and Palmer as a 
group was infinitely better 
than the separate artists 
could ever be, and their 
latest album, "WORKS" 
justifies this belief. The three 
compliment each other su-
perbly when playing to-
gether, but separately there 
is a feeling of incomplete-
ness" in the music. 
"WORKS" is a double 
album set with a side each 
displaying the solo talents of 
Keith Emerson, Greg Lake, 
and Carl Palmer, and with a 
side dedicated to the compo-
site efforts of the trio. Each 
side is well done and 
musically superior, but an 
album with the entire group 
laying on all four sides would 
have been greater apprecia-
ted 
Keith Emerson · returns 
once again to his first love, 
classical composition. Emer-
son's "Piano concerto #1" 
shows signs of good classical 
compositiop. / and hi~ key-
board work is magnificent, 
although sparse. The side _is 
all classical and once agam 
reinforces the contention that 
Emerson blends his rock 
style with classical music 
very well. 
For his solo contribution, 
Greg Lake does what he does 
When asked what he felt have a responsibility to keep 
the role of a student news- our readers informed of 
paper should be on campus, what's going on around 
Solzan answered, "We have them. They may not be able 
to do more than just print to view the entire spectrum 
pictures of people drinking in an objective and unbiased 
beer in the quad." He noted manner .• They've got the 
that there .have been many right to review the facts and 
complaints about a lack of to think on their own. We're 
communication on the cam- more than a bulletin board 
pus, and felt that the Brown shoved under people's 
and Gold was important in doors." 
the filling of that gap. "We Marc stated that his ideas 
W k about the paper took a major 0 r Sturn over the summer. He had originally planned to publish something in an 
underground format "the 
best, acoustical guitar work way the Brown and Gold 
blended with melodious, used to be. I was really 
mellow vocals. All the cuts thinking about that. Every-
are love songs done in a body was so negative to the 
gentle, flowing style. On this idea of a regular newspaper. 
side especially one notices The persons that really 
that there ts something changed my mind were 
missing, and that something Randy Lumpp and Jon De-
is the ·Supportive talents of Stefano." Randy is the 
the other two musicians. advisor to the newspaper and 
Of the three solo sides, Jon is the President of 
Carl Palmer's . is definitely Innovations Unlimited, 
the best, which may be where the B&G is published. 
suprising to some. Long "I was busing tables in a 
considered the "dark horse" rinky-dink Kosher restaurant 
of the group, Palmer's en- named 'Cooper's East' in 
ergetic style shines through Memphis at the start of the 
on his side, and it becomes summer and really got sick of 
clear that he sets the pace for it. I called Dave Farr, who 
EL&P productions. The new said he could give me a job in 
version of "Tank" is very the library if I would come to 
worthy of note. Regis. Randy and I had 
However, the three as a already talked somewhat on 
group are better by far. The the possibility of a summer 
two songs done together on edition, and when I arrived in 
the fourth side of the album Denver on June first, we got 
are superior EL&P fare, to work on it. It was then that 
Randy sold me on the idea of 
journalistic responsibility.'' 
Jon DeStefano kept Marc's 
confidence up, encouraging 
him every step of the way. 
With the support of these 
two and the experience of 
two issues under his belt, 
Marc was ready to begin 
publication for the semester. 
The first few issues were 
written mainly by the jour-
nalism class, but Solzan 
could see possible problems 
along this line. "People in 
the class were doing news-
paper work for a grade. 
You've got to be a little more 
dedicated than that." Soon 
there was a major parting of 
the ways. "Around issue 
number six, the newspaper 
separated itself from the 
class. The class had served 
it's purpose, it got us off the 
ground and pulled the people 
who really wanted to write 
out of the woodwork." 
Marc is fairly well satisfied 
with the way things came 
out. "You've got to believe 
in what you're doing. 
There's got to be a sense of 
pride in operation, you've 
got to get people to respect 
what you're doing. The 
campus deserves to know 
what's going on." 
Marc also indicated that he 
was glad the whole thing was 
over, and when asked if he 
would do it all over again he 
responded with a sigh, a 
chuckle, and a resounding 
'•Yes." 
showing the masterful key- -------.-----------~. --. --"'1 
boards, tight rhythyms, and BUSBY LIQ.UORS 
strident vocals that make 
Emerson, Lake and Palmer 
one of the most talented and 
musically innovative groups 
playing today. This album, 
although with some weak 
points, is worth it's nine 
dollar plus price. Any EL&P 
fan will not be disappointed. 
This writer only hopes that 
this album is an indication 
that the group will soon be on 
tour. 
YOUR FRIENDLY STORE 
•901 Lowell Blvd. 
hrs. mon.- thur. 9:00- 10:30 
fri.- sat. 9:00- 11:30 
ph. 455-4531 
:Where Your Business Is Appreciated 
md Gary, between the whole 
cast and Gary." 
Bill felt that Seibert taught 
him how to use the real world 
as a key upon which to build 
the characters he played. "I 
learned to feel myself as 
Faustus, but to only go into 
the character about knee-
deep. Otherwise there could 
have been real danger of 
losing tou£h with reality. I 
might have sold my own soul 
to the devil, though I would 
have wanted at least fifty 
years of pfeasure." 
Before going on stage for 
the opening night of "Faus-
tus" Bill described himself 
Wednesday, AprU 6, 1977 
as "scared shitless". l 
thought of two things-
Power and Passion- and 
just tried to live the role 
while I was up there. Once I 
relaxed a little it was a lot of 
fun." 
As far as being an actor, 
Bill feels that he learned how 
to balance a role as de-
manding as that of Faustus. 
"I had to be careful- if I 
became too passionate, the 
tragedy of the man was lost. 
But when it was all over, it 
was such a relief that I was 
walking around into walls for 
a while." 
Tomlin & Carney 
In The Late Show 
By MARK JAHNE 
Late Show, starring Art 
Carney and Lili Tomlin, is a 
show about coming back to 
life. It is funny, warm and 
suspenseful. 
Art Carney, playing Wells, 
is a superb actor playing a 
character of an old private 
eye, once the best. He could 
be described as what would 
have happened to Sam Spade 
if he had been reaL Wells 
has a bad leg, a hearing aid, 
glasses and a perforated 
ulcer. He is in retirement, 
living in an apartment that 
he rents from a kind, old 
lady. 
Lili Tomlin acts as well as 
Carney. She is attempting to 
be an actress in Los Angeles 
but isn't making it. She has 
the trappings of the not-
quite-dead culture of the 
sixties: blatant idealism, 
meditation and vibes. She 
has her cat kidnapped by a 
friend of. hers who wants a 
ransom for it. This, along 
with arr. -old buddy of 
Carney's who comes to his 
door gun shot, starts the plot 
of the movie. 
The connection is at first 
made, but gets blurred by a 
stamp collection theft. The 
plot gets quite detailed, as 
detective plots quite often 
do, and ends up with the 
city's biggest fence havmg 
both Tomlin 's friend-catnap-
per and Art Carney's old pal 
both killed. (Tomlin's friend 
was having an affair with the 
fence's wife and Carney's 
crony was getting too close to 
the operation.) The movie's 
filled with all the detective 
trimmings; people being kill-
ed by guns, fighting, blood, 
car chases and a highly 
intricate plot. The fence is 
constantly trying to buy . 
Carney off with Panasonic 
stereos or Coupe de Villes, 
but to no avail. A body is 
found in a refrigerator by 
Tomlin. The constant deal-
ings and misdealings found 
in detective stories are all 
there. But this is better than 
the old Bogart who-dunnit. 
The thing which makes it 
better is the relationship 
between Carney and Tomlin. 
The hardened old buzzard 
Carney looks at Tomlin at 
first as another "Dolly" 
wastipg away in LA. Tomlin, 
ababblingascetic in love with 
her cat, looks at Carney as an 
old man who is trying to 
revive his old fantasy again 
before he kicks off. The two 
come to an understanding of 
their similarities through the 
movie. It is a touching show, 
one I would recommend to 
all. 
. .. where all the village's knaves, knights and ladies-in-
waiting feast and make merry. Quaff your favorite 
brew beside the stained glass windows and cobble-
stone walls of a 17th century castle. Enjoy a hearty 
sandwich like the Renaissance, half a pound of chopped 
sirloin charcbroiled with ham, cheese, lettuce and 
tomato. Try a shrimp or beef Bratkehob, or a beggars 
banquet of soup, cheese: fruit, bread and wi~e. Or one 
of 16 other hearty sandw1ches or speoalit1es; JUSt about 
everything is less than the price of a movie. 
Have a drink or a meal at the Bratskellar after your 
o~tiobtfii&kellar 
. About four centuries away. 1430 Larimer St., 
Larimer Square. Open 6 days a week 
for lunch, dinner and cocktails. 
Ope.n Sun<Oiays at noon. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Rex Rushes Away 
By STEVE SHINN hands back and forth. Late in Rick Wallace added 16. 
This year's Men's Intra- the fourth quarter Bhang Sawko led the Russians with 
mural Basketball Finals appeared to have the game 24, while Steve Henke had a 
Tournament was almost as wrapped up. Fitz made two tough 13 points. 
,exciting as the NCAA tourna- free throws with seconds left The Russians Cinderella 
uncnt. Most of the games to give Bhang a 62-60 hopes were crushed as Rush 
were played with the same advantage . Then as IJ!bbing defeated them 74-59 in the 
intensity and enthusiasm as came down and missf~their semi-finals. There was no 
the college tournament as last shot, Chris. Schneider of way the big, slow Russians 
two games went into over- Bhang became angry in the could keep up with the 
time and another game fight for the rebound. He run-and-gun game of Rush. 
seemed like it would never turned ancl threw the ball at With Joe Hovorka quarter-
end, when it continued into a Steiniger. Schneider was backing the Rush fast break, 
third overtime. For the ejected and Stainiger hit the there wasn't much the Rus-
second year in a row Rush two charity technical foul slans could do to stop them. 
and Rex met in the finals, but shots, tying the game and Tim Cassidy of Rush was the 
. only after some very strong sending it into overtime. high point man with 23. 
opposition and efforts by the In overtime period, Stein- Mark Sawko paced the 
other qualifying teams. Here iger hit the first bucket and Russians with 19. 
is a game by game break- Hibbing was never behind Rex had a real scare from 
down of how Rush and Rex again. Tom Feldhaus made a Hibbing in their semi-final 
made their way into the pressure goal and Paul game as Hibbing led the 
finals. Gilbert cooly sank two free entire game until the fourth 
Rush virtually got a bye throws to ice the Hibbing quarter. In the fourth quar-
the first round as they were victory. Steiniger was the ter, Rex, whose fast break 
scheduled to play the Good, game 's high mar. with 30 had been shut down until 
Bad, and Burnt. GBB for- points and teammate Feld- then, finally got rolling. Tom 
feited the game for some haus dropped in 16. Fitz- Williams was hot for Rex 
reason which is almost un- simmons led Bhang with 16, scoring 8 points in the final 
excuseable, except that may- while Jay Scott and Frank period. The hot, outside 
be they didn't want to be Turk each had 13. shooting of Hibbing's Greg 
embarrassed. The last quarter final game Steiniger and Tom Feldhaus 
Rex in the quarter finals between the Russians and cooled off in the fourth 
went against the Cosmonlc Climax was the most exciting quarter. Rex, with a sigh of 
Shroomers and came out on game of the tournament. It relief, captured the win 
top 64-40. The first half was seemed like no one would going away 68-59. Steiniger 
VSfY close as the CS zone win as the game went into an led all scorers with 25 and 
defense bottled up Rex's fast unprecedented triple over- Williams was the big man in 
break. Jim Marten of CS time. Finally the Russians the Rex attack finishing with 
played exceptionally under won the game 62-~1. AI- 20 noints. 
the boards as he continually though the game was close To no one's surprise, Rush 
leaped higher than anyone all the way, CU.max had and Rex were paired against 
else, grabbing rebounds and opened up a 36-29 lead at the each other in the finals, as last 
putting in tips. end ofthe third quarter. This year, in a fine exhibition of 
In the second half, Rex was not to stand as the basketball that typified the 
finl!llY got going and there Russians came roaring back great play in this year's 
wasn't much the out-manned and then, with just seconds tournament. However, this 
·CS team could do. Marten . left, CUmax ahead 48-46, year Rush prevailed in over-
Russian Joe Abate connected time by slipping Rex 73-71. 
!Mike Searight added 11. · on a twenty-five footer to In the first quarter, both 
mostly· on long range shots send the game into the first teams appeared a little tight . 
for CS. Neil · Cullen, Tom ·overtime. The explosive offenses which 
Williams, and Rick Smith of Scoring was relatively light Rex and Rush had been 
Rex ignited their second half in the overtime periods, noted for throughout the 
explosion. Cullen led all because play was very hectic season were being shut down 
scorers with 19 amd Smith and strategy for the last shot by excellent man-to-man de-
chipped in 12 with Williams was being worked by both fenses. Rex opened up a 
adding a clutch 9 points. teams. Near the end of the slight lead midway in the 
Bhang vs. Hibbing went second overtime period, Tom period, 11-14, but Rush came 
into overtime and was very Wallace had a chalice to win back with outside shooting 
exciting with Hibbing finally it for CU.max. Wallace had by Tim Cassidy and Tom 
winn\ng 70-66. The first half two free throws with his team Whitten to trail by only one 
was a shooting contest be- down 57-56, he missed the at the end of the quarter 
twP-en Greg Steiniger of first one and sank the se.:;ond 15-14. 
Hibbing and Bill Fitzsim- one sending the game into a Play was fast and furious 
mons of Bhang. Both men third overtime. Mark Sawko in the second quarter, as 
continually hit from the of the Russians scored 3 neither team .:;ould get them~ 
outside to keep their teams points in the third overtime, · selves unde~ con~rol. Joe 
close. In the second half, which made the difference. Harvey 'of Rex came off the 
neither team could take Dwight Duncan of CU.max led bench to grab three signifi-
control as the lead changed all scorers with 27 points and cant steals in the period, 
which his team capitalized 
on. Rush's big man, Tim 
Clifford, was having trouble 
getting untracked, but came 
through with a big tip-in just 
before the half, making the 
halftime score Rex 31 -Rush 
28. 
As the second half got 
under way, R" ,.;'s play was 
marred by poor passing and 
sloppy defense. On the other 
hand, Rush's Clifford con-
trolled the defensive boards 
and Whitten continually pull-
ed down the offensive re-
bound and put the ball back 
in the hoop. At this point, 
Rex suffered a real setback 
when the man who makes 
their offense click, Neil 
Cullen, went out with a leg 
injury and saw limited action 
the rest of the game. Rush 
scored 22 points in the third 
period, ten by Whitten and 
led going into the final 
quarter ~U-44. 
Rex was not through, as 
they came storming back in 
the fourth quarter. Harvey 
came up with his fourth steal 
of the game which he fed off 
to Jim Plucinsky of Rex, who 
tied the game at 54 all. The 
teams traded buckets back 
and forth until Whitten hit a 
free throw for Rush to put 
them on top 63-62. Then Rick 
Smith of Rex was fouled with 
1 :00 left to play. He confi-
dently sank the two charity 
shots which made it · Rex 
64-63. With just fourteen 
seconds on the clock. Plucin-
sky was fouled and could 
have put the game away, but 
he connected on only one of 
the two free throws. Rush 
A League Squeaks 
By JIM PLUCINSKY · 
The 2nd annual Intramural 
All-Star game was 1 held 
Friday, March 25, before a 
capacity crowd at the newly 
renovated Regis College 
Fieldhouse. Coaches Tony 
Longo (League A) and Derito 
Bonicelli (League B) expres-
sed concern beforehand that 
the players would not be 
"up" for the game. Events 
proved them wrong. The 
All-Stars were riding so high 
at that point that they could 
not find the basket for the 
first three minutes. Fans 
diplomatically pointed out 
that "Air Balls" do not count 
in this game. 
League A, led by seniors 
Jay Scott, Bill Fitzsimmons, 
King Gladden, and Neil 
Cullen, counterbalanced 
their disadvantage of being a 
bunch of midgets by running 
under the legs of their 
opponents. It was a coura-
By In Overtime 
geous Neil Cullen, still han-
dicapped by a knee injury 
suffered in the championship 
game played earlier in the 
week by showing a lot of guts 
just by being out there, who 
led a charge for the A League 
as he wheeled, dealed, and 
said a helluva lot of Hail 
Mary's before some shots 
that only the Creator could 
have directed. 
Coach Longo suggested 
his team try something 
different at the start of the 
quarter: DEFENSE. Normal-
ly All-Stars don't have to 
play defense. But League B 
could only muster Greg 
Steiniger's six points for the 
whole quarter. Coach Longu 
did not reveal his secret, and 
at halftime the score stood at 
32 for League A to League 
B's 26. 
It was time for Coach 
Bonicelli to take action. At 
halftime he inspired his 
team, led by seniors Tim 
Cassidy, Tim Clifford, Joe 
Hovorka, and Tom Whitten, 
to take control of the court. 
Coach bonicelli, who it is 
rumored may take over the 
coaching job at Regis next 
year as Player-Coach, must 
be given credit for his superb 
1~se of substitution in the J;hird quarter to get his team 
rolling again. Jim Marten 
muscled and hustled his way 
all over the court to spark his 
team's comeback and to take 
a slim 52-SO lead going into 
the 4th quarter. 
Run and Gun became the 
name of the game in the final 
quarter as Tim Cassidy and 
Greg Steiniger could not 
miss for League B. but 
opponent "Weenie" Will-
iams showed why Coach 
Longo let him play for Rex 
again this past year as he 
almost singlehandedly (the 
flamboyant Cullen helped) 
kept his team in the ball 
game by scoring twelve 
points in the final quarter. 
The intenseness of the 
game was displayed in that 
final quarter as Neil Cullen, 
concentrating on sinking a 
foul shot, was harassed by 
opponent Steiniger. Cullen, 
ignoring the harassment, 
sank the foul shot, calmly 
looked over at Steiniger, 
pointed to his face, and 
remarked, "In your face, 
buddy." 
In the end it was the well 
balanced scoring machine of 
League~. in which all eleven 
players - made the scoring 
column, which was the 
decisive factor in their excit-
ing action packed 81-79 
victory. Cullen was high 
point man for the game with 
24, but it was Jim Marten 
whose dominant play on the 
court won the Most Valuable 
Player Award. 
immediately called time-out 
after controlling the rebound 
on Plucinsky' s missed 
second free throw. Cassidy 
brought the ball down for 
Rush with seven seconds left 
and took the shot from the 
side of fhe key. His shot 
carromed off the rim, but 
teammate Tom Whitten in 
the clutch came out of 
nowhere to grab the rebound 
and lay it back in just before 
the buzzer sounded, tying 
the game at 6S-65, and 
sending the game into over-
time . 
The scoring in the extra 
period was done mostly from 
the foul line. For Rush, they 
connected on 6 of 10 free 
throws and got a big bucket 
from Mike O'Neil. Rex had 
only six opportunities from 
the charity stripe sinking four 
and only one field goal from 
Harvey. Rush virtually led 
the entire overtime period, 
but had a real scare with the 
score in their favor, 72-71. 
Jim Plucinsky, in a despera-
tion shot with seconds re-
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maining, hit the back of the 
rim from 35 feet. Mike 
Leftoski finished the scoring 
for Rush with a final free 
throw making the final score 
R11Sh 73, Rex 71. 
A recap of the scoring 
showed th_e hero of the game 
Tom Wh_1tten, leading all 
s~orers w1th 24 points, while 
h1s teammates Cassidy and 
Clifford contributed 16 and 
14 to the Rush cause. In their 
losing effort, Tom Williams 
had 20 for his Rex team, with 
Rick Smith dumping 18 and 
Jim Plucinsky adding a-
nother 16 points. The ending 
was fitting for the mostly 
graduating senior team of 
Rush. Over a span of three 
years they compiled a 37-1 
record, only losing to Rex in 
the championship last year 
and two intramural cham-
pionships. Congratulations 
should be extended to Rush 
and there will probably be a 
sigh of relief from the other 
underclassmen basketball 
teams as they will never 
again have to face Rush. 
Rangers Wrap 
Up Season 
The Regis College Men's 
Basketball team closed out 
its rather disappointing sea-
son by losing three out of 
their last five games. All five 
games were important Rocky 
Mountain Athletic Confer-
ence contests which could 
have boosted Regis high in 
the final standings if they 
had won all of them. At the 
season's end, the Rangers 
won-lost record stood at 8-13 
in league play and 12-15 over 
all. 
Playing against Colorado 
School of Mines in their last 
home game of the year on 
February 18, Regis came 
from behind only to have 
their rally fall short losing a 
close one 70-68. R~is trailed 
at halftime 40-32, but closed 
the gap to three points 
behind the shooting of Dave 
Fredrickson with seven min-
utes remaining in the game. 
From there, Mines went into 
a stall game forcing Regis to 
foul. With just 30 seconds 
left Jim Ricotta of Mines 
sank two charity tosses to 
secure the victory for the 
Orediggers. 
Free-throws and technical 
fouls ~er~ the deciding 
factors 10 th1s game, as Regis 
had three technical fouls 
called against them and 
Mines made 16 out of 26 
free-throws. Jim Swain of 
Mines lead- all scorers with 
Kenny Rosenbach, and Mike 
Deutsch, who all missed this 
contest. Dave Fredrickson 
was again the game's high 
scorer with 26 points. Also in 
double figures were Elwood 
Henson with 13 and Derito 
Bonicelli with 11. Stewart 
pulled in an impressive 15 
rebounds. 
Against Fort Lewis in 
Durango on February 25, 
31 points while Fredrickson 
!tad 24 and Stewart dropped 
10 18 for the Rangers. 
In the first game on their 
fina~ four game road trip, 
Reg1s easily defeated West-
ern Colorado State 80-70 on 
February 19. The Rangers 
were never really in trouble 
in this contest as they started 
out strongly and held on for 
the win. Alanson Stewart 
was the high point man for 
th~ game chipping in 21 
pomts. 
Shooting SO per cent from 
the field and 90 percent from 
the free throw line, the Regis 
cagers led at halftime 33-30 
only to lose to the University 
of Southern Colorado in 
Pueblo on February 21 by the 
score of 73-62 . . Regis domin-
ated the first half & USC only 
tied it up once. The second 
half was another story with 
·usc in complete control. 
Fouls and turnovers kept the 
Rangers from regaining their 
first-half lead along with the 
injuries to Alonzo Goggins, 
Dave Fredrickson scored 27 
points to lead a hot-shooting 
Regis team to a 95-82 victory. 
Only leading 40-36 at half-
time, Regis broke the game 
wide open in the second half 
by converting an amazing 62 
per cent of their shots. Four 
other Ranger cagers scored 
in double figures besides 
Fredrickson's game high: 
Joe Gruber and Lani Stewart 
each had 16 points while 
Elwood Henson and Derito 
Bonicelli contributed 15 and 
13 points respectively. 
In the final game of the 
season on February 26, Regis 
fell to Adams State 81-73. 
Adams led the entire game 
and Regis couldn't get any 
closer than 4 points. Regis 
connected on only 9 of 19 free 
throws and the team's big 
scorers, Bonicelli, Stewart, 
and Fredrickson, all fouled 
out. Gerald Campbell of 
Adams had the game-high of 
24 points. Frederickson led 
Regis with 22 and Stewart 
dropped in 16. 
WomenSports 
The job of Commission:r 
of Women's Intramurals ts 
opening, and all interested 
women are urged to pick up 
an application at the athletic 
office ,complete and return 
it before Friday, April 15. 
Candidates will be inter-
viewed befor the final deci· 
sion is made. 
Those women interested in 
playing competitive volley-
ball next fall, please leave 
your name with either Mar-
gie Haller or the secretary in 
the athletic office. For more 
information on any of these 
possibilities, call Margie 
Haller on Ext. 321. 
~ss:========================================jiB00R~O[WW~NLAN~~n~jG~OUL~D[======:::::::::::::::::::::::~'W~~ed~n~e~mba~y:.A~pru~~~6~,]J~9zEfz 
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Volleys To Victory 
B DONNA BEVERIDGE The m_ghballers displayed 
NG l. 
Ranch Racqueteers 
·Love Tennis 
Y Monday, Jan. 24, mark- equal skill to the winners, 
d the start of Intramural but just couldn't keep the 
~o-ed Volleyball. The sea~on momentum going in the final 
ned with five competmg game. No one surpassed 
opems then three more them in enthusiasm, how-
tea ' d · B b "B b" would-be teams squeeze m ever. o oo te" Heck-
before the start of any m!'ln psyched his . comrades 
heduled games. wtth pep talks before the 
scThe matches were held on games but the sparks didn't 
Monday and Thursday cause enough fire to win 
nights, with the last regular Tom Dunlap's spike-stots 
ames played on Feb. 24 to ~ot the Spanish Inquisition ~nish the season . before mto the 1st place tie position 
layoffs. The standmgs at supported by the team's 
fhe end of the night are "Samurai" philosophy of 
hown at the end of the volleyball, Spanish-style. ~rticle. The team was fantastic in 
The playoff games were effort. Everyone spent their 
held after Spring Break, The required amounts of time on 
Hlghballers and No Great the floor. In fact, if some one 
wss battled for first and appeared standing during 
second places after defeating the game they were attacked 
the Champions and the with screams of "Dive for 
Spanish Inquisition followed that ball!" 
the 2nd place Hlghballers for 
Jrd and 4th places. 
The Co-ed matches gave 
the women a chance to show 
the guys that athletics can ~e 
their forte also. The men dtd 
well, and women like Ann 
Matey, Kathy Leshe, and 
Kathy Darragh led the No 
Great Loss team to the 1st 
place title. 
Teams 
Highballer8 
Champions 
Spanish Inquisition 
No Great Loss 
Cottage Cheese 
Spike 
Greenhouse 
Group Sex 
The Champions started off 
with the right name and the 
right combination of Jim 
Martin and Mike Searight, 
but couldn't take the title. 
After a slow start, Cottage 
Cheese was close to the tie 
for 1st place, but began their 
winning streak a bit late. 
They finished fifth ahead of 
sixth place Spike. Steve 
Dixon dominated the Spike 
team with an all over the 
court routine, though his 
team had six players. 
Greenhouse and Group 
Sex were to vie for 7th and 
8th place positions, but a 
broken ankle on the Group 
Sex team and the arrival of 
the Irish holiday resulted in 
(what else?) a forfeit. The 
Greenhouse took 7th and 
Group Sex, 8th place. 
Thanks to all participants. 
Won 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
2 
1 
1 
Losses 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
5 
6 
6 
UBD Tennis Classic Opens 
DENVER, March 25, 1977-
There is no stopping Brian 
Gottfried when he is inten·i 
opon reaching the fmals of a 
major international profes-
sional tennis championship. 
the $100,000 Volvo Classic in 
Washington. 
He was runner-up in Rich-
mond and San Francisco. 
At age 25, Gottfried has 
captured every major doub-
les championship and to the 
dismay of his partner Ram-
irez, and Ashe, Borg and 
Smit:1 who have been his 
opponenets at past United 
Bank Tennis Classici', he is 
By BILL FLEMMIMG 
The Regis College Ten-
nis Team has won three of 
their first four tournaments, 
led by Jim Brunetti who is 
undefeated in singles. The 
first tournament against 
Denver University on March 
24 was a 6-3 victory for 
Regis, as Brunetti beat 
Gaeton Lion, 6-4, 6-2. Kenny 
Landy won, beating Dave 
Benight 6-3, 3-6, 6-2, while 
Sean O'Donnell demolished 
Igor Schpudegko 6-2, 7-5 and 
George McMullen finished 
off the singles beating Gar.y 
·Owens 6-3 , 6-4. Tom Dunlap 
and Brunetti teamed up to 
beat Lion and Owens in 
doubles, while O'Donnell 
and John Kelly, won third 
doubles to make the final 
score 6-3. 
The second meet, which · 
was on March 24, saw the 
powerful Regis Team roll 
over Colorado School of 
Mines, 6-3. Two days later, 
Regis again met DU and lost 
a close contest 4-5. Jim 
Brunetti again won, this time 
defeating Marc Vally, the 
number-one ranked singles 
player in Colorado in straight 
sets. Sean O'Donnell went 
three sets with Lion in the 
closest and most exciting 
match of the afternoon, 
before losing 5-7, 7-6, 6-4. 
Ken Landy beat John Swan-
son in three sets and Kenny 
Rosenbach, making his first 
anoearance, beat Frank Vivi-
a~~. 6-3, 0-6, 7-5. Rosenbach 
and O'Donnell were the lone 
doubles winners for Regis, 
beating Swanson and Viviano 
6-4, 6-2. 
The last match was anoth-
er battle between Regis and 
Colorado School of Mines, 
with · Regis winning 5-4. 
Brunetti beat John Coors in 
three sets, while O'Donnell 
beat Ken Little 0-6, 6-4, 6-2. 
Landy and Rosenbach con-
tinued to win for Regis, each 
winnit ~ in singles competi-
tion~ l :1e. only doubles vic-
tory fo: Regis came from 
O'Donnell and Rosenbach, 
who played perfectly, beat-
ing Thomson and Pat La-
vergne. . 
This year's team, coached 
by George Boomer, is one of 
the best ever· and should go a 
long way. Many .1ome meets 
are played and support 
would be much appreciated. 
Stop out and see your team 
play. 
M.arch MEN'S TENNIS 
2 Mines HOME 2:00p.m. 
17 D.U. HOME 2:00p.m. 
18 Mines&C.C. HOME 9:00a.m. 
24 Mines AWAY 2:00p.m. 
26 D.U. HOME lO:OOa.m. 
April 
A. WAY 2:00p.m. 1&2 Mesa 
7 USAF A lo. lfV A_'! 2:00p.m. 
15 South DakOJ.;HOME 9:00a.m. 
22 Metro.Mir~· ~ 
23 ~~~ Ft. Lew1s J.i')\.fE 10:00 a.m. 
24 
30 USAF A 
May 
5 Metro HOME 
9&10 Districts· AWAY 
Pueblo at USC 
13,14,15 Conference AWAY 
at Mesa 
The first time out for 
Gottfried in 1977 was at the 
Baltimore International in 
January where he won the 
laurel with a straight -set 
victory over favored Guiller-
mo Vilas of Argentina. A 
month later he again beat 
Vials !(I capture the $225,000 
Palm Springs Tourney. 
March has been extrremely 
good to Gottfried. On March 
6 he narrowly lost to Bjorn 
Borg in the U.S. National 
Indoor Championship in 
Memphis, then on March 20 
he downed Bob Lutz in rapid 
fire fashion 6-1, 6-2, to win 
With this kind of momen-
tum b"ehind him, Gottfried is 
gunning for another $20,000 
first prize paycheck at the 
$100,000 United Bank Tennis 
Classic Apri118-24. He was a 
simi-finalist in last year's 
United Bank Tennis Classic 
and runner-up to Jimmy . 
Connors in 1975. 
streaking in singles as well. ~---------------:=:::::::::;;;::::::::==::::=::::::::===-:---1 
"Ranked lOth in the world 
in 1976, Gottfried played in 
30 tournaments, reaching the 
finals or winnign 19 times-a 
phenomenal percentage,'' 
said Ray Banton, tournament 
director. "He's ranked in the 
top ten again this year." 
Not to mention the fact 
that Gottfried won singles in 
Los Angeles, defeating Jim-
my Connors, Ilie Nastase and 
Arthur Ashe in succession. 
Tennis tickets are on sale 
at all participating United 
Banks and all Dave Cooks, 
Gart Brothers, Aspen Leaf 
and Sportif, Ltd. stores, as 
well as Lowry Air Force 
Base, Joe Alpert's, Alpen-
court, Ltd., Heather Ridge, 
and -Custom Tennis. Addi-
tional information is avail-
able at the tournament office 
at 388-0818. 
Swing in the Spring 
The name of the game for Spring here at the Ranch is 
SOFTBALL! Intramural Softball started on March 16 and 
will last until Ranger week, with the finals played 
sometime during that week. The surrounding pictures 
capture the spirit of the game. One of the teams 
capturing the limelight this season is Golden Gloves, 
both men's and co-ed teams. The men's team handily 
defeated Leather Balls in their opening game. The co-ed 
team, led by captain Stephanie Sc'h,midt (voted cutest 
captain by the editor), has been undefeated so far. Other 
teams to look for in future matches are Sreckuf, 
Highballers, No Great Loss (again led by the great 
"Squirrely Shirley Knight"), Box, Gavelta's Fish, 12", 
Spreadables, and the ever-domineering team headed by 
senior JoJo Walter, Blitzkrieg. Attendance 1s strongly 
urged, or Carl will whomp you with his bat! 
wAnT To qS"f A MESSAQ-E ltC.R055. 
'PO II THROVqH ~OR ~EW:)PRPE.R. 
t:REE Cl.A"=>~IFIED At>D~,ntm- . 
Wi\1 TEL-L. Y00 w~o·~ l3V'iJO Er, 
'SELL-1Nq 1 JRA1>1()f.r 0~ A'f\Y OTI-U:.~ PeRSO tJAL. ~E'S':>A.qe ':>. 
I~E.'I' A~E TO ~E lo.JQ c...oN qE~ 
Tl-\Afl .3 T~~u.YR \TTCW L-IJJ~~. PEAt>L1~E I~ 4:00pM T~vR~>DAV'-
~E:E .... FREEL ... FREe ... FREE ... 
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By PAT GRAVINO 
Casino Night, sponsor-
ed by the Junior class, Sat. 
Mar. 26, proved to be a 
financial success, as well as 
entertaining to all who atten-
ded. 
The professional layouts 
and games used this year 
lent an air of class not 
present in previous years. 
The rental on these, how-
ever, caused the net income 
to be somewhat lower than 
anticipated, but this will not 
endanger Prom, according to 
Junior Class President, Rick 
McGrath. 
What might cause finan-
cial problems to the class is 
the disappearance of a school 
speaker, valued at $550.00, 
which occurred during the 
SO's Dance in February. The 
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st Chance'' S eeps; p , 
Gravino pays off at the Junior Class Casino J1ight. 
Student Senate has asked the 
Junior class to replace the 
speaker. The case will be 
presented to the Judicial 
Board to determine what 
action should be taken. Any 
information concerning this 
matter would be appreciated. 
McGrath would like to 
extend his gratitude to all 
who helped make Casino 
Night and the Juniors' year 
successful. 
lecti Ti • 1or 
By PETER SARTUCCI 
The results of the elections 
for next year's Sophomore, 
Junior, and Senior Class 
officers were announced by a 
tired Regina Sullivan, Exec . . 
Board Secretary, to an excit-
ed and expectant crowd in 
the second floor of the 
Student Center at 5:00 Friday 
afternoon. Most of the victor-
ies were clear cut, the 
winners more than sixteen 
points ahead, except for 
Kathy Daly's cliffhanging 73 
to 72 win over Pat Gravino 
for Sophomore Class Trea-
surer, third place John 
Alessi was swamped, with 19 
votes. 
Leslie Sherman outpolled 
the combined total of her 
opponents Marge Kloos (42) 
and Mary Alice O'Brien (52) 
to win Sophomore Secretary 
with 94 votes. John Sullivan 
beat out John Breon (61) and 
Greg Macaluso (42) to take 
Vice President with 84 votes, 
and Ace Wagner over-
whelmed opponents Mark 
Ozog (30) and Chris Huch 
(48) with a record of 121 to 
become next year's Sopho-
more Class President. 
In the Junior Class . race, 
the tickets were split more 
evenly, with Michael Gianino 
breezing by Bob Schleicher 
107 to 60 for the Presidency; 
Tony DiCioccio burying 
Sharon McCarthy 117 to 51 
for the Vice Presidency; and 
e s 
Pam Flynn passing Mike 
Boyle 102 to 75 to capture the 
Secretariat. Shannon Harder 
won a hard fought race with 
Mark Riley 93 to 76 for 
re-election to the post of 
Treasurer. 
The Last Chance ticket 
swept the Senior Class 
Elections with Denny Mc-
grath (97), Teresa Malloy, 
(72), Abbie Burke (70), and 
John Scanlon (101) over-
whelming their "Token Re-
sistance" opposition of Kim 
Loch (24), Mark "Loads" 
Hoch (48), John "Bonzo" 
Prange (52), and Desmond 
Foley (21) for the Presidency, 
Vice Presidency, Secretariat, 
and Teasurership, respec-
tively. 
Pimple Chosen Editor PXE Happenings 
By LESLm SHERMAN Any Regis Community 
member in need of blood can 
receive it free of charge by 
contacting Leo Connolly or 
Dave Radcliffe. 
By MARC SOLZAN 
Junior Dennis Pimple 
has been named editor-in-
chief of the 1977-78 Brown 
and Gold student newspaper 
as result of a meeting held by 
the Communications Com-
mittee of the College early 
last week. Pimple was selec-
ted on the basis of his 
outstanding service record 
with the newspaper and the 
Ha ield 
By PETER SARTUCCI 
Chief of Security John 
Hatifield resigned his post 
last week. Over the past few 
months widespread dissatis-
faction with Hatfield had 
been expressed by many 
students, faculty, and mem-
bers of the administration. 
The word has come down the 
grapevine that he, like other 
before him, was "invited" to 
resign. 
Hatfield was a former 
director of security for Mic-
endorsement of the present 
staff. 
The new editor-in-chief, an 
engineering science major 
with math and business 
administration minors, first 
served the 1976-77 staff as a 
staff writer for the 3/15/76 
issue mailed to students" this 
past summer. Pimple was 
named managing editor mid-
way through the fall semes-
ter of '76 and then to 
production editor at the 
beginnmg of the present 
spring semester. 
Members of the committee 
which voted on the approval 
were: treasurer Pat Barron 
and chief justice Tom Will-
iams, representing the Stu-
dent Senate Executive 
Board; editor-in-chief Tom 
Cahill and faculty advisor 
Dick Bowles, ;representing 
the Ranger yearbook; s~atio~ 
manager Jim Knackstedt and 
faculty advisor George Sim-
coe, represnting KRCR; ed-
itor-in-chief Marc Solzan and 
faculty advisor Randy 
Lumpp, representing the 
Brown and Gold; and public 
relations director Pat Jensen, 
representing Regis Educa-
tional Corporation . Eight of 
the nine members voiced 
approval of the candidate. 
One member was absent. 
--t, New S curity Chief In 
ron Corp. and his back-
ground as a game warden 
and corporate security man 
carried no experience in an 
institution. Many felt that 
this was a serious lack, and 
charged that Hatfield did not 
understand the importance 
of a personal relationship 
with the average student to 
the maintenance of an effec-
tive security force. A college 
must necessarily be more lax 
than a corporation in many 
ways, and more diplomacy is 
required in handling sticky 
situations involving student 
events. Several observers 
expressed the opinion that 
Hatfield really didn't know 
when to be flexible and when 
not to be. 
On Monday Mr. Don Cook, 
former Duty Officer at Luthe-
ran Hospital for Midtown 
Hospital Association, was · 
hired to replace Hatfield. 
Cook was Safety Director for 
the City of Denver Waste-
water Control Agency for 18 
years, and had originaliy 
applied for the Regis position 
this past summer, when 
Hatfield was given the job 
instead. 
Don Beveridge, Acting 
Chief during the interim, 
noted that already the secur-
ity personnel are functioning 
more smoothly under Cook's 
direction. "We hope to build 
up a much better rapport 
with the students than we 
have before," Beveridge 
said. 
Burns Explallis El Chicano No-Show 
By PAT GRAVINO 
The El Chicano Concert, 
which was to have been 
Thursday, Mar. 24, in the 
fieldhouse, was cancelled for 
The sound system company, penses before the night of As word got out of the 
a~· well as the band de- the show. As a result of a cancellation, the college 
manded payment before ~lause in the Regis concert Switchboard was flooded 
playing or setting up any contract, which covers such with threatening calls from 
many reasons, all of which equipment. This was delayed >ituations, the Student Sen- outraged ticket-holders. Fif-
stem back to Festival Pro- Thursday n1"ght t"I t bl 
ductions, the would-be pro-
moters. 
up un I wo ate was a e to keep $500.00, teen policemen had been 
hours before showtime, according to Mark Burns, hired by Festival for the 
when at 6:00 it was decided Director of Social Affairs. ~oncert and they subsequent-
to cancel the concert. Burns noted that he was Iy remained on campus to 
Regis had already received not responsible for the con- prevent any disturbance. 
''The pledging period 
went very well and we're 
gald we got a good group in 
the frat," says Steve Dixon, 
Rho Chi Sigma's Pledge-
master. This year's pledge 
class, who were recently 
activated, include Armand 
"Buzz" Buzzerio, Dan Som-
mers, Dan Coughlan, Pete 
Lundy, John Alessi, Mark 
"Stretch" Cassimus, Miles 
Collett, and Bob Brown. 
A wards for Best Pledge went 
to Peter Lundy, Best Active 
to Steve Dungar, and Worst 
Active to Mark Sawko. 
Dan Warren, PXE Vice 
President, has this to say 
about the Blood Bank Friday, 
18, "One hundred and sixty-
three signed up, 135 people 
showed, and 100 were med-
ically fit to donate a pint of 
blood each." PXE exceeded 
last year's total of 68 pints to 
set a new record of 100 pints. 
The PXE Road Rally is 
scheduled for Saturday, 
Arpil 16. The entry fee is $2 
for driver and navigator and 
$1.50 per passenger. The 
charge will cover the tro-
phies, beer and hot dogs. 
Prizes awarded will be $25 
for first, $15 for second, and 
$10 for third. The rally will 
begin at 9:00 AM and end at 
2:00 PM, covering an area of 
75 miles. Dan Warren de-
clard, "It will end in time for 
· everyone to prepare for 
Prom." 
The frat will also be co-
sponsoring a tutoring pro-
gram from Easter to exam 
time. Those interested are 
asked to sign up in the 
Student Center Lobby this 
afternoon. 
Seniors Wrap Up Year 
By LESLm SHERMAN 
"I want to apologize to 
the entire Senior Class 
because I know this year's 
activities didn't turn out as 
well as the class expected," 
states Tom Kolb, senior class 
president. 
However, plans are in 
effect for another senior 
party. ''The schedule is 
tight," remarks Kolb "and, 
at present, no date has been 
confirmed." 
In regards to the financial 
situation, they retain an 
estimated debt of $1200. One 
rumor disclosed that the $25 
room deposit was not to be 
returned to the seniors, but 
contributed towards the 
debt. However, Tom avow-
ed, "I don't know where that 
rumor ever started. Our 
financial state is being 
worked on by Bob Dudek. 
John Boyle and myself." 
YWCA Helps Out It seems that Festival, a 
new establishment, entered 
into the ·contract in good 
faith, but was unable to fulfill 
$1800.00 from Festival for t Th t t "th T" k h Id b · ::er . e con rae WI 1c et o ers may o tam Do you find yourself inevitable. 
use of the fieldhouse, the Festival had been made refunds from the place of dissolving into tears or The YWCA Wellness Cen-
its financial end of the deal. work crews and other ex- b f h t k ff" h · t · · e ore e oo o 1ce. pure ase. poppmg wo asp1rm more ter is presenting a Stress 
Bar Holds Dayhop Drown Nl•te ~~q;:;t~n~h;~u;;e~~de~~~=! ~a:oai:%e;ta~~:i~=n~se~!;~ too much, drinking too much, with stress. The goal, as 
_ March 31. smoking too much, and not expressed by Glenn Gravell, 
By LEWAYNE TOMPKINS day students came and all Pn an effort to keep the In general, there is a sleeping enough? one of the speakers in the 
Progress has been made felt that the evening was D~nver resident students feeling of hope among the If so, you are probably series, is to help participants 
concerning the problem of enjoyable. On campus stu- informed, candidates in last day students that this new experienceing some of the to live at a challenge level 
communication between the dents were very helpful in week's election telephoned concern for increased com- symptoms of stress. In an where they can continue to 
day students and the rest of breaking down communica- day students. The candidates munication will continue. ever-more crowded, ever- grow. Inherent in this view is 
the campus. On March 23, tion barriers. The only dam- seemed to feel that the off- The Denver Club and Cam- more noisy world, stress is the belief that stress is 
Campus Ministry and the per to the fun was the news campus students appreciated pus Ministry will continue to inevitable. For women and neither good nor bad. It can 
newly re-organized Denver that Fr. Tueth would be their efforts and were glad to work toward the goal of a men who are trying to adjust help one to gear up to meet 
Club, sponsored a Day-Hop unable to attend, due to be informed of the Meet the total Regi!t'Community, with to the changing role of challenges. · 
1 G. A. Tonzght .... N;;:;;:·~:::!~~ed II 
~;~~:~:~:::::~:~:~:~:::::~:::~:~:::~:~:::~:~:::::::::::~:~:::::::::~:::~:~:::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::~:::::::::~:~:~:::;:~:=:=:~:=:::::;:::~:::;:::;:;:~:;:;:;:~:~~:::::::::::~ 
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~ y,ge BROWN AND GOLD Wednesday Aprll6 1977 ~ . ' ' ~Ib1s Was The D,ance That Was 
eY ·Annual March Of . '!'be Mar thon in with assorted crtses ana, aonanons at me tast mmute 
piJiles Dance off to despite the bone-wearying sent the whole column gyrat-
feldhouse was a h k "I h · h b ~e 1 mblin start at ours, ept a smt e on er mg upward. When t e uc-Jste and st~ 
1 
g D b t face. When the speakers kets were collected at 8:00 
8
.zo on April Foo s -~h.' t~ were brought into the gym, it and the dust settled, the 
plcked up ril~team ;• N" te was necessary to dismember results were #16, Jay Scott 
dawn of Ap secon · me Y the southeast doors, and and Julie Shutts, $178.56; 
percent of the t~enty enter- during the early hours of the #1, Kim Spann and Marty 
108
couples survived th: fu~ morning, Gravino and troops Rohm, $223.97; #15, Jim 
z4 hours, and pro ~c~ could be found quietly re- Plucinsky and Molly Mc-
¢,648.41_for t~e ~arc assembling them. Donna Grath, $240.84; #11, Pat 
pitJleS while enjo~g them- managed to watch both the Gravino and Greg Macaluso, 
selves into e~austton. front doors and the donation $241.60; #6, Kathy Foley and 
Troubles wtth the band, buckets while still getting in Dennis Pimple, $532.84; #19, 
JIIPiter Rey, were apparent a few dozen whirls around Tom Salazar and Betti Cof-
{!Om the start when one the dance floor. fey, $1,025.10; and Grand 
playerfaile~ to s~~w up. The The evening started with Prizewinner Shannon Harder 
JIIPiter Rey ts ongmally. from barely half the eventual total and Rick LeFevour, #1 0, with 
t.ouisiana's !azz temtory, of donations, but couple 10, $1,079.74. 
and played. virtually no . rock Shannon Harder and Rick The Grand Prize was an 
and a limt~ed repertotr of LeFevour, and couple 6, all-expense paid trip to 
what some hsteners felt was Dennis Pimple and Kathy Hawaii via Western Airlines. p~ediocre, (if not bad) Jazz. Winners of the trip to Hawaii are Rick L Fi Foley, early staked out First Prize was a pair of 
Some antagonism developed accompanied by DJ Bob Carter and K:ti:~':;~;rozy for brother, Mark (r .~:! ~!a;~~ ~;:;;s hundred-dollar leads and ten-speed bikes from Wheat-
andonedrunken stude~t had played tag all day for first rid~e Cyclery; Second was 
to be ted out after trymg to The dancers wore numbers A little later, in the wee other exotic whirls. place. Couples 1, Kim Spann two Poof Pillows from the 
start a fist-fight with a band and March Of ~imes signs hours, someone got the Indeed, ·Phi and Molly's and Marty Rohm, and 16, Pillow Kingdom; Third was a p~ember. At 12:45 the band on their shirts. At the end of bright idea of forming a enormous energy helped Julie Shutts and Jay Scott, pair of $25.00 Gift Certifi-
teft and deejays Kevin each hour of dancing they promenade, and in a few spark the dancers every time jockeyed for third and fourth cates from Harry Hoffman's; 
Traub and Mark Bums took received a 15 minute break minutes the guys and; gals morale grew low and the places until noon, when the Fourth, two AM Oock Ra-
over, to the relief of some with half hour breaks at were lined up in a double hours started to drag. They hard driving Plu and Molly dios from Downings; Fifth 
dancers and the approval of midnight and dinner and row. The first couple would had plenty of help from other passed them both, to be Prize was two $20.00 Gift 
all. The records began at hour breaks at breakfast and .dance down the middle to the notables, such as Pat Me- passed in tum by the rising Certificates from the Regis 
1:00 a.m. with some good lunch. Meals we~e provided end, then the next couple, Nulty who at one in the starofcouplell,PatGravino College Bookstore, and 
fool stompin' music, and by Saga and McDonald's. and so on, while the as- afternoon gave a truly mag- and Greg Macaluso. Sixth, dinner for two at the 
mixed good rock with some Couple number 9, Tom sembied dancers clapped in nificent guitar solo on an But the biggest surprise Broker. Gift Certificates, free 
slow-dancing as the crew Weber and Connie Marsh, time to the music. Snake invisible twelve-string, and came in the late afternoon as dinners, and other prizes 
cleared the stage. When were without a doubt the dances, :losie-do, and other at seven had enough energy dayhops Tom Salazar and were awarded to the other 
Jupiter Rey was finally gone cutest pair on the floor. dance hall movements ap- to walk on his hands and do Betti Coffey came from dancers who finished the 
several people were heard to Unfortunately, Tom hadn't peared as the night went on. flips . _ nowhere to first place with a Marathon. As the exhausted 
express hope ' that the Prom quite recovered from the pint Couple 15, Jim Plucinsky and Katie Sauer and her pia- five hundred do~lar jump to couples dragged th_emselves 
Committee would cancel he gave to the PXE blood Molly McGrath, repeatedly , toon of assistants, Donna $575. For fifty mmutes, from home or were earned there 
their appearance and find bank, and exhaustion forced demonstrated their mastery Beveridge and Mike Gravino 7:00 to 7:50, they held the by friends , all agreed it had 
someone else. them to drop out early. of the "Piggyback" , and not the least of them, coped lead y.ntil a wild flood of been a marvelous time. 
Clockwise from upper-left: First runners-up: Tom Salazar 
and Betti Coffey, with Katie Sauer and DJ Bob Carter; 
Katie with Second runners-up Dennis Pimple and Kathy 
Foley; Nutsy goes nuts after twenty-three hours as Betsy 
Thompson looks on; Ricky, Shanny, and Mark win in joint 
venture; Mary Gillespie and Joe Abate try to hang on; 
Mike Schltcht and Kevin Traub turn the tunes; Pat 
Gravino and Gregg Macaluso relax between sets. 
Photos by RICK PRESS 
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Applications for Bar Man-
tger and Bartenders are now 
tvailable in the Belial Bar 
md in the dorms. Interested 
tpplicants should return 
:hem to the Exec. Board 
>ffice, second floor of the 
~tudent Center, by April14. 
Forty-four percent of our 
1ational income is now being 
:onsumed by government. 
Join the tax demonstration at 
the west entrance of the 
State Capitol Building at 
high noon on April 15. For 
details call Y AF at 452-0238 
TEACHERS WANTED 
West and other states. Place-
ments since 1946. Bonded, 
Southwest Teachers Agency, 
Box 4337, Albuquerque, NM 
87106. . 
BROWN AND GOLD 
I, James N. Kenealy III, 
defending champion of the 
Rho Chi Sigma Road Rally, 
hereby cast the gauntlet of 
challenge to any erstwhile 
goober with the delusion that 
he may concievably have 
some chance of keeping up 
with my tail lights as they 
fade into the billowing dust 
of victory. 
Signed this 6th day of 
April, AD 1977. 
The Aerial Corko-
All Seniors please contact 
Mike Jacobs or Tom Cahill 
for yearbook pictures. If 
arrangements are not made 
soon there will be no picture 
of you in the Ranger. Anyop.e 
who has not already ordered 
a yearbook should contact 
Tom Cahill to have their 
name listed as soon as 
possible. Underclass pictures 
will be taken during dinner 
some night in the near 
future. 
R.A. 's for next year have 
been chosen by the office of 
Campus Life. Returning 
R.A.'s are Steve Henke, 
Mary Jansen, Mary Clark, 
Mary Boyle, Dan Warren, 
Tony DiCioccio, Shannon 
Harder, Pat Walter, Cathy 
Berg, Mary Collins, and Rick 
Smith. New R.A.'s are 
Carter Allner, Mark Ozog, 
Greg Peiper, Mark Stovicek, 
Chatty Torbeck, Donna Be-
veridge, and Maggie Smith. 
are Rudee Robin-
Wednesday, April 6, 1977 
son, Bob Heckman, Mike 
Boyle, Pete Sartucci, Mary 
Ann Regan, Cathy Eck, Julie 
Hayek, Sue Fiori, and Steve 
Smith. 
Roommate needed: Female 
to share large duplex around 
1-70 and Kipling. Your share 
of rent $107.50 plus utilities. 
Call Connie 922-9958, 12:30 -
9:00 Tues. - Fri. or 420-1737 
on evenings and weekends. 
Available immediately. 
Regis College & Feyline Present: 
Also Coming: 
April Z4, 1977 
Show-time 8:oo P.M. 
REGIS COLLLEGE FIELDHOUSE 
All tie•ets sold for the 3rd 
will lie honored on the 24th 
~6.50 in the Boo•store. 
MP 
Monday, May 9th 
Tickets On Sale Soon!! 
